It is known that detachment waves are generated on the surface of a soft material when it is slid on a hard surface under certain conditions. In the present study, the variation in the contact area that arises when a plate of a cross-linked polymer, poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS), is slid in contact with a glass hemisphere has been measured every 2 ms using a microscope and high-speed camera. The measurements elucidate that the behavior of the PDMS surface under sliding friction is divided into three modes. In mode I, a detachment wave is generated and it propagates across the contact zone. In mode II, a detachment wave is generated but does not propagate perfectly. In mode III, no detachment waves are generated. The Young modulus and load control the generation of detachment waves, but the contribution of the former is approximately 8 orders of magnitude larger than that of the latter.
Introduction
When two objects in contact slide over each other, a frictional force is inevitably generated on the contact surface. If one of the objects has high softness, frictional force causes greater deformation of that object, followed by a kind of inhomogeneous phenomenon in the contact zone -the generation and propagation of air tunnels -called detachment waves.
In 1971, Schallamach (1) first observed that a considerable number of detachment waves are generated in the contact zone between soft rubbers and glasses, and that they propagate across the contact zone from the leading edge to the trailing edge. Subsequently, considerable amount of research has been conducted on detachment waves in soft materials (2) - (9) . For example, Barquins and Courtel (2) observed the detachment waves generated in sliding contact between a rubber plate and a glass hemisphere using an interference method, and they found that the source of the waves was the instability of the rubber surfaces due to the compressive force acting on the leading edge. Roberts and Thomas (3) analyzed the relationship between the frictional force and the surface energy when detachment waves propagate across a rubber plate on a rigid track. Briggs and Briscoe (4) calculated the work of adhesion between rubber and glass plates along with the observation of detachment waves. By these pioneering researches, many aspects of detachment waves have now become clear (1) - (9) ; however, the condition for the occurrence of detachment waves is unclear and is still under discussion. In the present study, the detachment waves generated in the contact zone between a plate of a cross-linked polymer, poly-dimethyl siloxane (PDMS), and a glass hemisphere were investigated. By controlling the mixing ratio of the curing agent to the base material, the stiffness of the PDMS plate was varied. The contact zone was observed every 2 ms using a microscope and high-speed camera, and the variations in the contact area were recorded. It was found that the Young modulus and the load control the generation of detachment waves, but the contribution of the former is approximately 8 orders of magnitude larger than that of the latter. Figure 1 shows a photograph and schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. Basically, the apparatus employs a contact between a glass hemisphere and a soft material plate. The glass hemisphere is made of BK7 with a curvature radius is 5 mm. A 3-mm thick PDMS plate is used as the soft-material sample. The glass hemisphere is fixed to a holder, and the vertical position of the holder is adjusted by a manual stage for varying the load between the glass hemisphere and the PDMS plate. A glass plate is mounted on a motorized stage for sliding the PDMS plate. A microscope and high-speed camera are placed over the holder for observing the behaviors of the contact surfaces every 2 ms.
Experimental details

Apparatus
Materials
A cross-linked polymer, poly-dimethyl siloxane (PDMS), (Dow Corning's SYLPOT 184) was used as the soft-material sample. The ratio of the curing agent to the base material alters the Young modulus of PDMS. In the present study, four ratios were used, i.e. 1/30, 1/20, 1/15, and 1/10, named samples A, B, C, and D, respectively. In order to prepare each sample, the curing agent was mixed with the base material in the given ratio. Subsequently, air bubbles in the mixture were broken off by decreasing the pressure, and the mixture was poured into a mold made of silica glass. Then, it was baked at 150 °C for 10 min, and cooled to room temperature. 
Procedure
At first, an adhesion test was conducted to determine some of the physical properties of the PDMS plate, i.e. the Young modulus and surface energy. A glass hemisphere was quasi-statically forced down onto and up from the PDMS plate (i.e. loading and unloading), and the change in the contact radius with the contact load was measured. Then, a sliding test was conducted for the same PDMS plate. A glass hemisphere was forced onto the PDMS plate with four different loads, i.e. 1, 10, 20, and 40 mN. When the glass plate was moved in the horizontal direction with a velocity of 1 mm/s, snapshots were recorded every 2 ms using a microscope and high-speed camera. Figure 2 shows the results of an adhesion test conducted on a PDMS plate, sample B. The contact radius is increased from zero during loading and reaches 1 mm at a load of 250 mN. It is decreased from 1 mm during unloading, while a clear hysteresis is recognized, that is, the contact radius is larger during unloading than during loading.
Results and discussion
Adhesion tests
Johnson et al. (10) proposed a contact theory (known as the JKR theory) by considering the surface energy (10) . According to the JKR theory, the contact radius under point contact during unloading is described by
where a is the contact radius; R, the curvature radius; W, the load; and γ, the surface energy.
In addition, the constant K is given by
where E is the Young modulus and ν is the Poisson ratio. Moreover, the pull-off force W p is given by
By using Eqs. Figure 3 shows a series of snapshots of the contact zone between a PDMS plate (sample B) and the glass hemisphere in a sliding test, where the load is 10 mN and the sliding velocity is 1 mm/s. The PDMS plate is shifted to the right as time advances. Each picture is a square corresponding to 1.4 mm on a side. The white and black portions of the pictures represent the contact zones and noncontact zones, respectively.
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Sliding tests
A detachment wave is observed from 58 to 76 ms, propagating toward the right, i.e. across the contact zone from the leading edge to the trailing edge. In addition, it is found that the detachment wave is generated when the contact area shows a minimum; this indicates that the change in the contact area is related to the occurrence of detachment waves.
Change in contact area
From the snapshots in the sliding tests, the change in the relative contact area was obtained by a binary image processing. Figure 4 shows an example for sample B.
When N detachment waves are generated in a contact zone, it is divided to (N + 1) contact parts. Therefore, the total contact area A t is given by
where A pi denotes the partial contact area of the i-th contact part. In Fig. 4 , the solid circle denotes the relative total contact area A tr :
and an open circle denotes relative partial contact area of the i-th contact part A pri :
where A st is the static contact area obtained by an adhesion test during loading. In snapshots 1, 2, and 5 of Fig. 4 , there are no detachment waves, i.e. N = 0. The contact zone comprises a single contact part; therefore, the solid circles overlap the open circles, i.e. A t = A p1 . On the other hand, in snapshots 3 and 4, there is a single detachment wave, i.e. N = 1. The contact zone comprises two contact parts; therefore, two open circles are shown below each solid circle. The value of N is zero or unity in the present paper; however, the value becomes greater than unity when the contact area is comparatively larger.
In addition, in Fig. 4 , A pri (open circle) reaches zero as time advances. This implies that the detachment wave perfectly propagates across the contact zone from the leading edge to the trailing edge.
The changes in the relative contact area for all the samples were obtained by varying the load from 1-40 mN, as shown in It is seen that detachment waves are generated under most of the conditions. However, in some of the cases, e.g. C (40 mN), the row of open circles is interrupted and does not reach zero; this implies that multiple contact parts are merged, and the detachment wave vanishes in the contact zone. Moreover, it is seen that the changes in A tr and A pri are periodical, and the frequency and amplitude of the periodic phenomena exhibit apparent variations with the experimental conditions. Figure 6 shows the frequency of the total contact area obtained from Fig. 5 . When a detachment wave is generated, it corresponds to the frequency of the detachment wave generation. It is seen that the frequency of sample C shows a maximum for each load. This implies that the frequency is determined not only by the Young modulus but also by the generation of detachment waves. Moreover, the frequency is maintained virtually constant against the load. This indicates that the occurrence of detachment waves strongly depends on the Young modulus.
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Frequency of contact area
Amplitude of contact area
Figure 7 (left) shows the amplitude of total contact area ∆A t given by ∆A t = A tmax − A tmin , ( 7 ) where A tmax and A tmin are the maximum and minimum total contact areas for each condition, respectively.
In cases of 1, 10, and 20 mN, ∆A t is maximum for sample A, whereas it is maximum for sample B in the case of 40 mN. Moreover, in the cases of samples A and B, the maximum amplitude appears not at 40 mN but at 20 mN. Such nonmonotonic relationships are not apparently related to the occurrence of detachment waves.
On the other hand, Fig. 7 (right) shows clear monotonic relationships, in which the amplitude of partial contact area ∆A p , given by
is used, where A pmax , and A pmin are the maximum and minimum partial contact areas in a period wherein the partial contact area decreases. The amplitude of partial contact area ∆A p is increased with the load and decreased in the order of the sample labels, i.e. in the order of the Young modulus. Such trends appear to be related to the generation of detachment waves shown in Fig. 5 .
As defined in Eq. (4), the total contact area is the summation of a number of partial contact areas. Moreover, multiple partial contact zones suggest the existence of detachment waves. Considering the results shown in Figs. 5 and 7 , the occurrence of detachment waves should be controlled not by the total contact area but by the partial contact area. Therefore, it is expected that the occurrence condition of detachment waves is related to ∆A p . 
Occurrence-and-nonoccurrence map of detachment waves
For examining the occurrence condition of detachment waves, the amplitude of partial contact area is normalized with A pmax as α = ∆A p / A pmax , ( 9 ) where α is the relative amplitude of the partial contact area.
Assuming that α is a function of the Young modulus E and friction coefficient µ, a new parameter χ is introduced as
From the adhesion theory, the friction coefficient is described by
where τ is the shear strength, and A is the contact area. Assuming that τ is constant and A is approximated as A st , we obtain
The values of α under all the experimental conditions were plotted against the parameter χ. When a = 1, b = -1, and c = 1/4, Fig. 8 is obtained , where an open circle indicates the occurrence of a detachment wave that perfectly propagates across the contact zone (mode I), a dotted circle indicates the occurrence of a detachment wave that does not propagate perfectly (mode II), and a solid circle indicates nonoccurrence of detachment waves (mode III). As seen in Fig. 8 , all the data form a single curve, and the three modes are delimited by the parameter χ with two vertical broken lines. In other words, the parameter χ is essential for understanding the occurrence and nonoccurrence of detachment waves.
The vertical broken lines in Fig. 8 are described by
From Eqs. (1) and (2), the static contact area A st is assumed by
where n is a constant, which is unity for a Hertzian contact and deviates from unity by the effect of the surface energy. For determining n, the experimental data from the adhesion tests with the four different the Young moduli were plotted on a double logarithmic chart, as shown in Fig. 9 . All the data form a single line, and we calculate n = 0.82 from its slope. From Eqs. (13) and (14), a relationship is derived, that is,
which is expressed by solid lines in Fig. 10 together with all the experimental data. Equation (15) delimits each of the three modes for the generation of detachment waves. The generation of detachment waves strongly depends on the Young modulus, that is, detachment waves are easily generated for materials with higher softness. The contribution of the load to the generation of a detachment wave is much weaker than that of the Young modulus, and lower loads tend to generate detachment waves. By substituting n = 0.82 in Eq. (15), it is found that the contribution of the Young modulus is approximately 8 orders of magnitude larger than that of the load.
Conclusions
(1) There are three modes for the generation of detachment waves during sliding contact between a soft material, PDMS, and a glass hemisphere. In mode I, a detachment wave that perfectly propagates across the contact zone is generated. In mode II, a detachment wave that does not propagate perfectly is generated. In mode III, no detachment waves are generated. (3) The smaller the Young modulus and the load are, the easier is the detachment wave generation. However, the contribution of the former is approximately 8 orders of magnitude larger than that of the latter.
